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September 3-9

WEEK 12 GAMES

Written by Lyndal Caddell,
OKAGE Teacher Consultant,
Curtis Inge Middle School, Noble
GAME SCHEDULE

Brigham Young at Oklahoma
Georgia at Oklahoma State
North Dakota State at
Iowa State
Baylor at Wake Forest

Missouri at Illinois
ULM at Texas
New Mexico at Texas A&M
Massachusetts at
Kansas State

Florida Atlantic at Nebraska
Northern Colorado at Kansas
North Dakota at Texas Tech
Colorado State at Colorado

1. Oklahoma’s opponent this week, Brigham

Young University, is named in honor of the leader
who led the Mormons to move west. Where did
the Mormon Trail start and end?

2. The University of Georgia football team will

be flying westward to play OSU in Stillwater this
week. What Native American tribe’s move from
Georgia to Indian Territory in the 1830s resulted in
the name “Trail of Tears”?

3. Iowa State University plays North Dakota

State University this week. North Dakota State
is located in the largest city in North Dakota
and near a river that shares the name of the
Oklahoma-Texas boundary. Name the city
and river associated with North Dakota State
University.

4. Folsom Field in Boulder, Colorado, is the site of
a major in-state football rivalry: Colorado versus
Colorado State. In elevation, it is the third highest
football stadium in the nation. What are the two
highest stadiums?
5. One football game this week will be played at
the site of the 2009 Big 12 Football Championship
and the 2011 Super Bowl. Name the location and
teams playing there this week.
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OVERTIME ACTIVITY

Baylor will play Wake Forest in North Carolina this week.
However, the other eleven conference teams will be
playing in states that have universities in the Big 12.
On a map of the U.S., label and color those states.

September 10-16
Written by Brad Bays,
Associate Professor of Geography,
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater

WEEK 23 GAMES

GAME SCHEDULE
Colorado at Toledo
Idaho State at Oklahoma
Houston at Oklahoma State
Iowa at Iowa State

Arkansas State at Nebraska
Texas at Wyoming
Bowling Green at Missouri

1. Rice University is named for Houston
entrepreneur William Marsh Rice (1816–1900), who
made part of his fortune shipping cotton. Texas still
produces more cotton than any other state. What
states represented by teams in or visiting the Big 12
this week lead the nation in production of: (a) corn,
(b) potatoes, (c) rice and (d) wheat?
2. What U.S. vice president was born in Lincoln,

Nebraska, and received his undergraduate and
graduate degrees at the University of Wyoming?

3. This week, Big 12 universities are playing teams
from places located at both lower and higher
elevations than
any Big 12 team.
Identify the university
locations that have
elevations higher than
the highest Big 12
college town and lower
than the lowest Big 12
college town.

Kansas State at
Louisiana Lafayette
Rice at Texas Tech
Kansas at UTEP

5. Which two teams visiting Big 12 teams this
week are located closest to one another? What is
the distance in miles between their two football
stadiums? Use Wikimapia (www.wikimapia.org) or
Google Earth (http://earth.google.com) to measure
this distance.
OVERTIME ACTIVITY
Research the “Great Black Swamp” on the Internet. Which
university playing a Big 12 team this week is centrally located in
the region formerly covered by the Black Swamp? Using Google
Earth or a road atlas, compare the area formerly covered by the
Black Swamp with nearby areas. Can you see any differences?

4. Which two teams

visiting Big 12 teams
this week are located
in adjacent counties in
the same state?
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September 17-23

WEEK 32 GAMES

Written by Patricia Anduss,
OKAGE Teacher Consultant,
Bartlesville High School, Bartlesville

GAME SCHEDULE
Tulsa at Oklahoma
Rice at Oklahoma State
Duke at Kansas
Furman at Missouri

Nebraska at Virginia Tech
Wyoming at Colorado
Connecticut at Baylor
Iowa State at Kent State

1. Which team will be traveling from its
state’s second largest city, through the
state’s largest city, and playing in a city
Money Magazine has ranked as one of the
best places to live?
2. Three of this week’s Big 12 games

will be played in cities with an elevation
less than 525 feet above sea level. These
games will take place in which state? What
accounts for this low elevation?

3. This week the Rice Owls travel more

than 500 miles to play the Cowboys in
Stillwater. En route they will cross a state
boundary created by what river?

4. Over its 87 years, what stadium has

hosted five NFL Super Bowl games and
served as the home of a university
football team?

5. The city of Tulsa is known for buildings
in the art deco style. Most of these were
built in the 1920s. What natural resource
provided the wealth that led to such
intriguing architecture?

OVERTIME ACTIVITY
Find an article in today’s Oklahoman that mentions a style of
architecture. Is the style related to a specific time period, place or
function? Why might that style have become popular?
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Utah State at Texas A&M
Texas Tech at Texas
Kansas State at UCLA

September 24-30

WEEK 4 GAMES
Grambling at Oklahoma State
Missouri at Nevada
Army at Iowa State
Southern Miss at Kansas

Written by Lyndal Caddell,
OKAGE Teacher Consultant,
Curtis Inge Middle School, Noble
GAME SCHEDULE
Tennessee Tech at Kansas State
UTEP at Texas
UAB at Texas A&M
Northwestern State at Baylor

1. Oklahoma State University this week plays

Grambling State University, a historically black
college founded in 1901. Grambling’s legendary
coach, Eddie Robinson, holds the record for most
victories (408) of any head coach in Division
I-AA. In this century, the Grambling
band has marched in the inaugural
parades of what two U.S. presidents?

Louisiana Lafayette at Nebraska
Texas Tech at Houston

Plateau of central Tennessee. The Falling
Water River, which drops more than 250 feet
in less than a mile, provided power for the
grist mills and saw mills of pioneers. What
are the two tallest waterfalls in Oklahoma?

2. Missouri plays Nevada this week.

The University of Nevada is located near
several sites important in American history,
including gold mines at nearby Virginia
City and silver mines at the Comstock
Lode. Reno, Nevada, is named in honor of
General Jesse Reno, a Union officer killed
in the Civil War. What Indian Territory
military post was also named in his honor?
3. Army plays Iowa State University
this week. Where is Army (U.S. Military
Academy) located and what famous
traitor in American history plotted to
allow the British to occupy this site
during the Revolutionary War?
4. What city where Big 12 teams
are playing this week is the largest
in population, and how does it
rank in size among U.S. cities?

5. Tennessee Tech, Kansas State University’s

opponent this week, is located in the Cumberland

OVERTIME ACTIVITY

Two important transportation routes passed near the
present site of the University of Nevada, Reno. Map the
routes of the California Trail and the first transcontinental
railroad, the Central Pacific-Union Pacific.
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October 1-7

WEEK 52 GAMES
Colorado at West Virginia
Oklahoma at Miami (Florida)

Written by Glenda Sullivan,
OKAGE Teacher Consultant, Retired,
Lawton

GAME SCHEDULE
Kansas State at Iowa State
Arkansas at Texas A&M

1. Oklahoma football fans traveling to Miami, Florida,

can visit two national parks and one national preserve
within a fifty-mile radius of Miami. What are the
names of the national parks and preserve?

2. Although each of the fifty U.S. states has an
official state flower, not all
states have an official state
wildflower. Oklahoma’s official
state wildflower is
depicted here. Name
the wildflower and tell
what it symbolizes.
3. Route 66 crossed
four of the seven Big
12 states. What are
the four states? Which
state had only thirteen
miles of Route 66?

Kent State at Baylor
New Mexico at Texas Tech

5. Texas and New Mexico both have varied

landscapes. Which of these two states has a field of
extinct cinder cone volcanoes in its northeast corner?
What is the name of the volcano national monument
in this region?

Photo by Glenda Sullivan

4. The mine at Crater

of Diamonds State
Park is the oldest
diamond mine in North
America. It is the only
diamond-producing
site in the world that
is open to the public.
Where is the Crater of
Diamonds State Park
located? Give the city
and state.
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OVERTIME ACTIVITY

Elevations of the home states of teams playing this
week vary from near sea level in Florida to 14,443 feet at
Mt. Elbert in Colorado. A topographic map uses contour
lines to represent elevation, relief and slope. To sculpt
mountains and valleys in 3-D while seeing the changes
on a corresponding topographic map, go to www.forgefx.
com/casestudies/prenticehall/ph/topo/topo.htm.

October 8-14

WEEK 6 GAMES
Baylor at Oklahoma
Oklahoma State at Texas A&M

Written by Ann Kennedy,
OKAGE Teacher Consultant,
Southeast High School, Oklahoma City
GAME SCHEDULE
Nebraska at Missouri
Colorado at Texas

1. This week the Kansas State Wildcats will play

the Texas Tech Red Raiders. Kansas, the Sunflower
State, has been called the “breadbasket of America.”
Its yearly wheat production averages 300 million
bushels. That’s about 22 billion loaves of bread each
year! Use the information you find at www.oznet.ksu.
edu/kansascrops to find out what other major crops
are grown in Kansas. These crops are mostly used for
food, but what other purposes do they have?

2. The Nebraska Cornhuskers
will be playing the Missouri
Tigers in Columbia. On a map
of the U.S., identify the eight
states that share borders with
the “Show Me State.”

Iowa State at Kansas
Kansas State at Texas Tech

Use an atlas to locate the waterways. (Hint: Only five
of them are rivers.)

5. It is almost impossible to travel any distance in
Oklahoma without an automobile. Fifty years ago
travelers used the old national highway, Route 66,
when traveling through the Sooner State. Use a state
highway map to identify the interstate highways that
intersect along old Route 66 in Oklahoma today. The
website www.historic66.com will help you identify the
historical path.

3. The Colorado Buffalos play

football in a state famous for its
mountains and skiing and
snowboarding sports. What
three major mountain ranges
run through the Centennial
State? Use an atlas of the U.S.
to find your answer.

4. Texas, the Lone Star State,

has more than oil and football
within its 268,581 square miles.
It is also a large producer of
cotton, fruits and vegetables
thanks to its six waterways.

OVERTIME ACTIVITY

This week the OSU Cowboys will leave Stillwater for
Houston, home of the Johnson Space Center. NASA
has been controlling U.S. space flight from there since
the launch of Gemini 4 in 1965. Use the Internet to learn
why NASA chose Houston for their flight center. What
advantages did Houston’s location give it?
BEDLAM GEOGRAPHY 2009
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October 15-21
Written by Susan Smith,
OKAGE Teacher Consultant,
Eisenhower Middle School, Lawton

WEEK 72 GAMES
Oklahoma at Texas
Missouri at Oklahoma State

GAME SCHEDULE
Texas A&M at Kansas State
Kansas at Colorado

1. The amount of land within a state’s borders is
known as its area. List, from largest to smallest,
the area in square miles of the seven states in
which you find the Big 12 universities. Find the
mean, or average, size in square miles for these
seven states. One state’s area comes close to
the mean; name this state.

2. Oklahoma and Texas share a large body of

water used for recreation. What is its name and
how large is it? Which state claims most of the
surface water? Where does this body of water
rank, in size, in the United States?

3. Black Mesa is Oklahoma’s point of highest

elevation, while Idabel is the lowest. Using
www.mapquest.com, compare the distance
from each of these locations to Norman and
Stillwater. Which location is closer to Norman?
By how many miles? Which location is closer to
Stillwater? By how many miles?

4. What major east-west highway intersects
with a major river not far from the University
of Missouri? Name the highway, the river and
the city in which the University of Missouri is
located.
OVERTIME ACTIVITY

The Big 12 universities are located in seven states. Using
a U.S. map locate and list the cities and states of each of
these universities. Next, identify any cities in these states
where the National Football League (NFL) has teams and
list these teams. Are any of the Big 12 universities located
in the same cities as an NFL team? If so, what are they?
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Baylor at Iowa State
Texas Tech at Nebraska

5. Three states with Big 12 schools list beef

cattle, wheat and petroleum as their chief
products. Name these three states.

October 22-28
Written by Patricia Anduss,
OKAGE Teacher Consultant,
Bartlesville High School, Bartlesville

WEEK 8 GAMES
Iowa State at Nebraska
Texas at Missouri

GAME SCHEDULE
Oklahoma at Kansas
Texas A&M at Texas Tech

Oklahoma State at Baylor
Colorado at Kansas State

1. The population center of the U.S.

is where there is an equal number
of people north, south, east and
west. Which of this week’s games
will be played closest to the U.S.
population center?

2. Which of this week’s games

will be played in the city with the
highest population density? The
higher the population density, the
more crowded the area.

3. OSU and OU both have away

games this week. Which team has
to travel the farthest?

4. This week Big 12 games will

be played in Kansas, Missouri,
Nebraska and Texas. Which of
these states borders two of the
others?

5. The A&M in Texas A&M

stands for agricultural and
mechanical, describing the original
purpose of the school. Which
Oklahoma school started out as an
A&M college?

OVERTIME ACTIVITY

Find three articles in today’s Oklahoman that mention water.
What are some of the different ways we use water?
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October 29 - November 4

WEEK 92 GAMES
Kansas State at Oklahoma
Texas at Oklahoma State

GAME SCHEDULE
Iowa State at Texas A&M
Kansas at Texas Tech

1. There are several Buddhist universities in the U.S.,

some of which have existed for decades and others
that are relatively new. The Naropa University is a
Buddhist university located in the same city as one
of this week’s Big 12 teams. Name that city and its
Big 12 football team.

2. What are the latitude

Written by Helen Chaney,
OKAGE Teacher Consultant,
Wilson Public School, Wilson
Missouri at Colorado
Nebraska at Baylor

5. Iowa State University graduates have often

attained international fame. One such alumnus
of Iowa State was an African-American scientist,
botanist, educator and inventor who became famous
for his research into crops such as peanuts and
sweet potatoes. Who is this famous Iowa State
graduate? In what other Big 12 state was he born?

and longitude of Lubbock,
Texas, home of Texas Tech
University?

3. The Missouri River is a

tributary of the Mississippi
River and is the river
traveled most by the Lewis
and Clark Expedition as
they explored the Louisiana
Purchase as directed
by President Thomas
Jefferson. Name the source
of the Missouri River.

4. Colorado’s Rocky

Mountain National Park
is a tourist attraction
that brings in millions of
tourists each year. As the
tourists’ journeys take
them to higher altitudes
into the Rocky Mountains, a
timberline becomes visible.
What is a timberline?
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OVERTIME
OVERTIME ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY

Oklahoma
Oklahomahas
hasthree
threeU.S.
U.S.Army
ArmyInstallations.
installations. One
One of
of these
these installations
installations
is west
is west
ofof
I-35
I-35
and
and
the
the
other
other
two
two
areare
east
east
ofof
I-35.
I-35.
On
an
OnOklahoma
an Oklahoma
black-line
black-line
map,map,
colorcolor
in the
in counties
the counties
where
where
these
U.S.
these
Army
U.S. Installations
Army Installations
are located.
are located.
On theOn
map,
thelabel
map,each
label
installation
each installation
with its
with
name
its name
and label
andthe
label
name
the name
of theof
city
theclosest
city
to
closest
each of
to them.
each of
Tothem.
complete
To complete
this geographic
this geographic
activity, activity,
use the
online
use the
Oklahoma
online Oklahoma
Atlas at http://www.okatlas.org/okatlas/ecoAtlas at www.okatlas.org/okatlas/
nomic/installations.htm.
economic/installations.htm.

November 5-11

WEEK 10 GAMES

Written by Ann Kennedy,
OKAGE Teacher Consultant,
Southeast High School, Oklahoma City
GAME SCHEDULE

Oklahoma State at Iowa State
Oklahoma at Nebraska

Texas A&M at Colorado
Central Florida at Texas

1. The city of Austin is located along the

Colorado River. What body of water does the
Colorado River flow into? Visit www.ci.austin.
tx.us/preserves/indian.htm to learn more
about how the Texas Parks & Recreation
Department is preserving this area.

2. When travelers moved across Nebraska

in the 1800s, they didn’t know how valuable
the dry region would become for farming and
ranching. Today Nebraska is a leading producer
of grain products like wheat and corn, thanks
to irrigation from several rivers. Farmers also
receive help from the largest underground
water supply in the U.S., the Ogallala Aquifer.
Use a dictionary to look up the meaning of the
word aquifer. Locate the Ogallala Aquifer on a
map of Nebraska.

3. Iowa’s largest industrial city is Cedar

Rapids. In 2008, the city suffered a
devastating flood, one of the largest natural
disasters in U.S. history. On a map of Iowa,
identify the river that overflowed its banks.
Visit www.cedar-rapids.org/community/
floodinfo2008.asp and watch the video to
gain an understanding of the damage caused
by the flood and learn how the community is
working to overcome the damage.

4. The OSU Cowboys will be playing Iowa
State University in Ames, 30 miles north of
the state capital, Des Moines. Ames is located
in central Iowa, where pigs outnumber people.
Iowa State University was the nation’s first
land grant college under the Morrill Act of

Kansas at Kansas State
Baylor at Missouri

1862. Land grant
colleges were
created to promote
farming, ranching
and industry.
Oklahoma has two
land grant colleges.
OSU is one; what is
the other one and
what was its original
name?

5. In 1999 the

residents of
Tallahassee were
surprised to learn
that all the water in
Lake Jackson had
disappeared into
the earth! What is
the geographical
term for this sudden
opening in the
earth’s surface?

OVERTIME ACTIVITY

Like many places, Florida is struggling to cope with the
consequences of human interaction with the natural
environment. Locals have drained swamps and cut down
forests so they can build houses for their growing population.
This has caused a loss of much of the Florida Everglades
down on the southern tip. Use the Internet to research what
types of animals and plants have been endangered as a
result of interruption of the natural ecosystem.
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November 12-18

WEEK 11
2 GAMES
GAMES
Texas Tech at Oklahoma State
Texas A&M at Oklahoma

Written by Brad Bays,
Associate Professor of Geography,
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater

GAME SCHEDULE
Missouri at Kansas State
Texas at Baylor

1. Name the major Mississippi River tributary whose

watershed includes five Big 12 college towns. What
are these towns?

2. What Big 12 Conference state’s official state
song was written and performed by Henry John
Deutschendorf, Jr., who spent his summers on his
grandparents’ farm in western Oklahoma and later
attended Texas Tech University? By what name is
Deutschendorf better known?
3. Big 12 Conference college towns are innovation

Nebraska at Kansas
Colorado at Iowa State

Geographers call such innovation centers “culture
hearths.” What is the name of the alternative country
music genre that developed at Oklahoma State
University in Stillwater during the 1990s?
(Hint: The name is derived from the natural landscape
of central Oklahoma.)

4. Which Big 12 state have Democratic presidential

candidates won most often since 1988?
5. Which Big 12 university campus is located closest
to its state capitol building?

centers of popular and regional culture.

OVERTIME ACTIVITY

Research the Federal Reserve System of the U.S. on the Internet.
What is the purpose of Federal Reserve Banks? How many of
the 12 Federal Reserve Bank Districts can be found in the seven
states of the Big 12 Conference? Is there a Federal Reserve
Branch Bank in Oklahoma City? If so, with which Federal Reserve
Bank is it affiliated?
Locate a map of the Federal Reserve System online. Which
Federal Reserve Bank contains the most Big 12 Conference
states or campuses? Where are Federal Reserve Bank
cities (“nodes”) located in relation to their service areas
(“hinterlands”)? Why do you think the regions are organized in
this way? Federal Reserve Districts also are good examples of
functional regions. What is a functional region?
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November 19-25

WEEK 12 GAMES

Written by Susan Smith ,
OKAGE Teacher Consultant,
Eisenhower Middle School, Lawton
GAME SCHEDULE

Colorado at Oklahoma State
Oklahoma at Texas Tech

Kansas at Texas
Baylor at Texas A&M

1. Many universities are located between 96°
and 98° West lines of longitude. Which Big 12
schools playing each other this weekend are
located between these lines of longitude? Give
the degrees of longitude for these schools.
2. Which university is closer to its state’s

capital: Oklahoma State University or Colorado
University? Compute the distance
for each school.

3. Which Big 12 city is along

Iowa State at Missouri
Kansas State at Nebraska

OVERTIME ACTIVITY

Latitude is measured in degrees north and south of the equator.
These lines are drawn east to west on maps, globes and charts.
Absolute location is the location of a point on earth’s surface that can
be expressed by a grid reference (i.e., latitude and longitude). Using
an atlas, encyclopedia, Google Earth or other reliable resource, find
the absolute location of each city where a Big 12 school is located.
List these twelve schools, their cities and their latitudes in order from
north to south. Keep in mind that as you travel south, the number of
degrees measured decreases.

the exact longitudinal line as its
state capital? Give the degrees of
longitude for these two locations.

4. Two Big 12 cities are located
along the same river. Name
the river, the cities and the two
universities.
5. Interstate Highway I-35 runs

from Minnesota through Texas.
How long is I-35? Which Big 12
university cities are located on I-35?
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November 26 - December 2

DATE

WEEK 13
2 GAMES
GAMES

Written
by by
Glenda
Sullivan,
Written
Bill Amburn,
OKAGE
Teacher
Consultant,
Retired,
OKAGE
Teacher
Consultant,
Bartlesville
Lawton

GAME SCHEDULE
Oklahoma State at Oklahoma
Texas at Texas A&M

Nebraska at Colorado
Missouri vs. Kansas

Texas Tech at Baylor

1. One of Oklahoma’s fifty state parks is depicted

below. Identify this state park known for its “rideable” sand dunes ranging from 25 to 75 feet in
height. What town is it near? How far is it from the
University of Oklahoma and from Oklahoma State
University? Which is closer to this fun place?

2. “Rock Chalk, Jayhawk” is a chant performed in

unison by the Kansas Jayhawk fans before and during
games. What is the origin of the Jayhawks name?
What is the geographic origin of the term
“rock chalk”?

3. At 10,000 feet in elevation, this former

silvermining camp that lies near the headwaters of
the Arkansas River is the highest incorporated city in
the U.S. What is the name of this city and what state
is it in?

4. The ox-drawn covered wagons that carried
pioneers heading west on the Oregon Trail passed
a well-known landmark
in Nebraska. What is its
name? Above what river
valley does it rise?
5. Indian Cave at Indian

Cave State Park is a
natural formation with
ancient Indian pictures
carved into the wall of the
cave. The eastern edge of
the park runs along what
river in what state?
GEOGRAPHY
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OVERTIME ACTIVITY

Go to www.okatlas.org/okatlas/population/population.
htm. Print the “Population in Oklahoma” image. Locate
and label at least ten Oklahoma towns on this image,
including your hometown. Use an Oklahoma road map to
help locate the towns.
Photo by Glenda Sullivan
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